1. Quarai: on approaching. (From near the road). The church faces south (to the left). Monastery ruins on east (toward the spectator) of the church. Pueblo ruin mounds to right and behind. Manzano Mountains in right background.

Photo Erik K. Reed,
April, 1937.
2. The church of Quarai, from the pueblo ruins, looking East.

Photo Erik K. Reed, April, 1937.
3. The front of the nave, Quarai (looking south through the main door). Note beam-holes; window at right.

Photo Erik K. Reed, April, 1937.
4. A portion of the monastery and of the east wall of the church, Quarai. Note flagstone floor in foreground; window.

Photo Erik K. Reed, April, 1937.
5. The northeast corner of the church, Quarai. Note rows of beam sockets, flagged floor, remnants of plaster, bad vertical crack.

Photo Erik K. Reed,
April, 1937.
6a and b. Details from figure 5.
Photos Erik K. Reed,
April, 1937.

Note: the work done since these pictures were
taken has not materially affected the
appearance of the area; no work yet
done on church.
View showing, from front to back, recent outlining of a major portion of the pueblo ruin, excavated section of the pueblo, and west side of the church.

Photo Erik K. Reed,
May, 1939.
9. Room in southwest portion of the monastery. Note bench, believed to be for communicants waiting to see the priest, flagstone floor, peculiar structure in corner. Walls have been stabilized (top courses relaid in bitudobe, some minor rebuilding).

Photo Erik K. Reed, May, 1939.
10. Round kiva in eastern portion of monastery area, with puzzling partition wall with a door partly filled, and with a terrace-enclosing monastery wall across the top of this partition wall.

Photo Erik K. Reed, May, 1939.